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Nowadays, listening to music has become a habit for almost everyone. Music recommendation
helps the users discover the songs they like to listen. In this paper, we propose a music
recommendation framework based on graph based quality model to make fine-grained music
recommendation. We first discover the recommendation cues, which we called user's
preference relations from the users’ ratings. Then we model them using the quality model
and propose a regularization framework to calculate the recommendation probability of songs.
Our experiments show that the proposed framework is superior to two traditional algorithms,
especially in solving the cold start problem in recommendation.

Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays listening to music is a habit for most people.
The prosperity of the popular music sharing social media
websites such as Last.fm,1 Pandora2 provides us a way to
discover the music. One important service of the social
media is to provide song recommendations to the users.
The general purpose of the song or track3 recommenda-
tion is to help the user discover songs which they will
prefer to listen. It is a necessary component of any music
community and is also a way to promote the user to be
active in the social community.

The early stage of music recommendation is based on
analyzing the similarity between different songs which is
called content based music recommendation [1–4]. These
techniques use low level features to represent user's prefer-
ences of the songs such as moods and rhythms and recom-
mend songs that have a large similarity on low level features.
However, it suffers from the semantic gap between low level
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., Music recommendat
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features and user's preferences. Modern music recommenda-
tion focuses on choosing song tracks from other related users'
listening histories as recommendation. The most typical
methods are Collaborative Filtering (CF) based methods
[5–8]. These approaches exploit the similarity of different
users based on users' interests and recommend songs among
the similar users. But they do not explore whether the user
will satisfy by recommending these songs. Another drawback
is that the startup community will face severe cold start
problem. Lacking user's listening history, the algorithms are
not always working.

In the current music community, user rating is a
valuable indication of users' preferences towards different
music tracks. The user will give a high rating for the song
they prefer. Based on the rating, we are able to discover
listeners' choice on which song is more attractive compar-
ing with another song. If many listeners share the same
choice on a specific song pair, we can know which song
would be more attractive to the user. Our recommendation
aims to recommend more attractive songs comparing with
users' listening history.

In this paper, we report a new song recommendation
framework which discovers the attractiveness of each track to
the user and make a fine-grained recommendation. Specifi-
cally, our recommendation framework takes a user's listening
89
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history as input, and predicts the songs that user will like to
listen. Our song recommendation framework is different with
traditional recommendation which focuses on discovering
recommendation songs from the users who share the similar
interests, we discover song's internal attractiveness relations
which ensures that the recommended songs are more fair-
sounding than user's listening history.

This song recommendation framework faces two chal-
lenges. The first one is that we need to decide which song
is more attractive than another song. There exists no such
kind of knowledge, we need to discover the attractiveness
information from the music community. We proposed to
discover the preference relation from the user's rating. The
preference relation indicates which song is more attractive
comparing with another song. Here more attractive means
a song is easier to get a high user rating. We will implicitly
discover the preference relation from user's song rating
data. However, do the discovered preference relations fit
every user's taste? We need to measure whether the
preference relation is widely accepted by the users in the
community. We propose to measure the reliability of the
preference relation. Those with high reliability will be
more important in the recommendation.

The second challenge is how to make song recommen-
dation based on the discovered preference relations.
Because we only have a limited number of preference
relations, we need to model them so that we can make full
use of them. In this paper, we propose to model the
preference relation using a preference graph. We consider
whether a song is attractive using a quantity called
preference probability. We also design a song ranking
algorithm through a regularization framework to calculate
the preference probability of each track.

The advantage of our framework is that we overcome
the cold start problem which is one of the biggest
challenges in recommendation system. Another advantage
is that once our model is built, it can be used in other
music recommendation communities. Different commu-
nity can also maintain a shared preference relation data-
base to be used in recommendation.

We summarize our contribution of the paper as follows:
105
(1)
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Pl
(2
We propose a new song recommendation framework
to do a fine-grained song recommendation based on
analyzing the attractiveness of the songs.
(2)
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We propose a song preference relation discovering
strategy to mine users’ preference towards different
songs from the user ratings.
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We propose a preference graph to model the discov-
ered preference relation and design a song ranking
algorithm to do song recommendation.
(4)
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Our experiment shows that the proposed framework is
superior to the traditional song recommendation
algorithms.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
is the related work and Section 3 gives an overview of the
system. In Sections 4 and 5, we give the details of the
proposed framework. In Section 6, we demonstrate our
experiments and the results.
ease cite this article as: K. Mao, et al., Music recommendat
015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sigpro.2015.03.026i
2. Related work

This paper is related with the traditional song recom-
mendation, graph based ranking algorithm. We will give a
brief introduction of these works.

2.1. Song recommendation

Song recommendation aims at discovering songs that
satisfy user's listening interests. The early stage of the
methods is acoustic-based song recommendation [1–4]. It
focuses on narrowing the semantic gap between low level
features and high level music concepts [9]. They use low
level features to represent user's preferences of the songs
such as moods and rhythms and recommend songs that
have a large similarity on low level features. However, this
kind of representation cannot precisely represent the
concepts.

After that, researchers focus on discovering useful
information from user's ratings. They utilize a technique
called Collaborative Filtering (CF) [10] to find related songs
from other users' listening history. It can also be divided
into user-based CF [11] and item-based CF [12]. Take the
user-based CF as an example, it first predicts the listener's
possible ratings for unrated items from a group of singers
who share the similar listening histories. Then we rank the
songs based on the predicted ratings. However, these
methods will suffer from the cold start problem. With
few user's listening history, it is almost not working.

Another popular way is to use graph based method to
do song recommendation. The general idea is as follows. It
is first to build a user-item bi-graph and then do random
walk on the graph to make song recommendation. The
structure of the graph makes sure those songs that share
many connected users with the query song will get higher
ranks. The modeling technique also relies on users' listen-
ing relation.

Our proposed algorithm can overcome the shortage
caused by the cold start problem, because the algorithm
does not rely on user's listening relations.

Recently a new research area called singing song
recommendation was proposed by Mao et al. [13] in
2012. Shou et al. [14] proposed a competence based song
recommendation framework to do song recommendation.
Mao [15] then presented the singing song recommenda-
tion technique for the online social singing community.
They focus on satisfying user's performance needs for
singing. Our recommendation focuses on satisfying users'
listening habits.

2.2. Graph ranking

Graph ranking algorithms focus on studying how to
rank the graph vertices. The idea of the proposed methods
[16–18] is mostly based on regularization theory. Zhou
et al. [19] proposed a ranking algorithm which exploits the
intrinsic manifold structure of the data. They built a
weighted graph and performed randomwalk on the graph.
Agarwal [20] developed an algorithmic framework for
learning ranking functions on both directed and undir-
ected graph data. They built the graph which acts as a
ion using graph based quality model, Signal Processing
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regularizer to make sure that closely connected document
will get a similar value.

Recently, many graph-based models are applied in
multimedia and computer vision. They can be used as
geometric image descriptors [21] to enhance image cate-
gorization. Besides, these methods can be used as image
high-order potential descriptors of superpixels [22–25].
Further, graph-based descriptors can be used as general
image aesthetic descriptors to improve image aesthetics
ranking, photo-retargeting and cropping [26,27].
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3. Framework overview

In this section, we introduce our recommendation frame-
work. Our recommendation can be divided into two stages.
Fig. 1 is a demonstration of the system framework.

In the first stage, we discover the preference relation
from user's listening histories. We will measure whether a
relation is reliable based on the two factors: the popularity
of the relation and the agreement of the relation. The
popularity of the relation measures whether the prefer-
ence relation is accepted by many users. The agreement of
the relation reflects whether there are many users oppos-
ing the relation.

In the second stage, we build a preference graph to
model the preference orderings and design a ranking
algorithm based on graphical inference to rank the songs
for recommendation.
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4. Preference relation

In this section, we present the techniques for discovering
the preference relation between two tracks. We formally
define the concept of preference relation in Section 4.1. Then
we estimate the reliability of the preference relation in Section
Fig. 1. Overview of the song rec

Please cite this article as: K. Mao, et al., Music recommendat
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sigpro.2015.03.026i
4.2. Finally, we discuss the way to discover user's preference
relation from users' ratings.
4.1. Preference relation

The user ratings in the music community indicate
users' preferences on different tracks. The basic idea of
our recommendation is as follows: if a user prefers a track,
then he/she will also prefer the tracks which are more fair-
sounding than the current track. Thus, we introduce the
idea of preference relation between two tracks in order to
represent whether a track is more fair-sounding than
another track. We use tri-trj to represent that track trj
is more fair-sounding than track tri.

For determining the preference relation between two
tracks, we utilize the users' preference from the wisdom of
the crowd. We judge the preference relation from users'
preference ratings for each track. The basic idea is as
follows. Suppose a group of users in the music community
listens to two tracks trj and tri; they have rated the tracks
according to their preferences. We can infer the preference
of two songs from users' rating. For example, if user rates
trj are higher than tri, then we know that his/her judge-
ment for two tracks is tri-trj. If there are more users
preferring trj than tri, we can obtain a preference relation
tri-trj. First of all, we define the user's preference judge-
ment for two tracks:

Definition 1 (Preference judgement). Preference judge-
ment is the process of judging which track is more fair-
sounding between two tracks tri and trj, where πij and πji

represent the numbers of users that support tri-trj and
trj-tri respectively.

Now we formally define the preference relation between
two tracks.
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Definition 2 (Preference relation). The preference relation
between two tracks tri and trj is the majority choice in
preference judgment for tri-trj and trj-tri.

4.2. Reliability of preference relation

As the users' choices are not always consistent on the
preference relation, we should estimate whether the
preference relation is reliable for music recommendation.
We measure the reliability of the preference relation from
two aspects: popularity and agreement.

4.2.1. Popularity
The popularity of the preference relation measures how

many people agree with the relation tri-trj. We denote the
Popularity of the preference relation as popðtri-trjÞ. Intui-
tively, a preference relation that more people agree with will
be more reliable than the one with less support. We define
the popularity of the preference relation as follows:

Definition 3 (Popularity of preference relation). The popu-
larity of a preference relation tri-trj, denoted as
popðtri-trjÞ, is the number of users who judge tri-trj.

Because the track tri will also form preference relations
with other tracks, we should measure the relative popu-
larity of the preference relation in the tri related prefer-
ence relations. The one with a large relative popularity
would be more reliable to be used in recommendation. We
define the relative popularity of a preference relation in a
probabilistic form:

Prpop tri-trj
� �¼ popðtri-trjÞP

trk ATRσpopðtri-trkÞ
ð1Þ

where TRσ is a set of song tracks with each trk in TRσ
forming a preference relation tri-trk.

4.2.2. Agreement
The popularity of the preference relation measures how

many people agree with the relation. But it ignores the
number of people who are opposite this preference rela-
tion. For example, if there are 10 users agree with the
preference relation tri-trj, however 8 users disagree with
the judgment. This makes the preference relation unreli-
able in recommendation. So the agreement of the prefer-
ence relation measures the total agreement of the users on
the preference relations. We denote the agreement of the
preference relation as agrðtri-trjÞ. Now we formally
define the concept of agreement for the preference
relations.

Definition 4 (Agreement of preference relation). The agree-
ment of the preference relation tri-trj, denoted as
agrðtri-trjÞ, is the probability of getting the tri-trj, given
tri-trj and trj-tri's preference judgement results πij and πji.

Now we begin to estimate the agreement of the
preference relation. According to the definition, the agree-
ment of the preference relation can be represented as
Prðtri-trjjπij;πjiÞ Firstly, we apply Bayes's theorem:

Pr tri-trjjπij;πji
� �¼ Prðπij;πjijtri-trjÞPðtri-trjÞ

Pðπij;πjiÞ
ð2Þ
Please cite this article as: K. Mao, et al., Music recommendat
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sigpro.2015.03.026i
We also decompose the agreement of the preference
relation trj-tri

Pr trj-trijπji;πij
� �¼ Prðπji;πijjtrj-triÞPðtrj-triÞ

Pðπji;πijÞ
ð3Þ

We do not have prior knowledge on which preference
relation is more possible, we assume that they have the
same probability to be preferred. So we combine (2) and
(3), and get

Prðtri-trjjπij;πjiÞ
Prðtrj-trijπji;πijÞ

¼ Prðπij;πjijtri-trjÞ
Prðπji;πijjtrj-triÞ

ð4Þ

We can assume that the sum of the agreements of two
opposite preference relations equals to 1, so we can
transform 4 into

Pr tri-trjjπij;πji
� �¼ Prðπij;πjijtri-trjÞ

Prðπij;πjijtri-trjÞþPrðπji;πijjtrj-triÞ
ð5Þ

We can see that the agreement of the preference relation
can be represented using the probability of getting the
preference judgement results, knowing the preference
ordering. Because the user can only choose one of the
opposite preference relations in judgment, we consider
this as a Bernoulli trial with q as the judgment accuracy.
The probability of observing the judgment results given
the preference ordering can be estimated as

Prðπij;πjijtri-trjÞ ¼ Cπij
πij þπji

qπij ð1�qÞπji ð6Þ

Pðπji;πijjtrj-triÞ ¼ Cπji
πij þπji

qπji ð1�qÞπij ð7Þ

4.2.3. Reliability
Knowing the popularity and agreement of the prefer-

ence relation, we can estimate the reliability of the pre-
ference relation in recommendation. We consider those
preference relations with both high relative popularity and
agreement as the one with high reliability. We define the
reliability of a preference relation as follows.

Definition 5 (Reliability of preference relation). The relia-
bility of the preference relation tri-trj, denotes as
Reliðtri-trjÞ, is the probability that both tri-trj's relative
popularity and agreement are high.

As the definition,

Reliðtri-trjÞ ¼ Prðpopðtri-trjÞ;agrðtri-trjÞÞ ð8Þ
Because the popularity and the agreement of the prefer-
ence relation to be high are two independent events, we
can estimate the reliability of the preference relation as

Reliðtri-trjÞ ¼ Prpopðtri-trjÞnagrðtri-trjÞ ð9Þ

4.3. Preference relation discovery

To discover the preference relation from the online music
community, we first deduce users' judgments towards differ-
ent tracks. Suppose we have a user who has listened to two
tracks tri and trj. They will rate the preference to these two
ion using graph based quality model, Signal Processing
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tracks. We deduce users’ preference as follows. First of all, user
u listens to track tri and trj and rates the two tracks with
scores ri and rj respectively. If riorj means u likes trj better
than tri and vice versa. This indicates that u's judgment for the
two tracks is tri-trj.

Now we introduce how to discover song preference
relations from users' listening history. First of all, we discover
those track pairs which are rated by 10 users. Thenwe deduce
the users' judgment for each track pair as follows. For each
track pair tri and trj, we count the judgment for tri-trj and
trj-tri respectively. We consider the one in tri-trj and
trj-tri with more users' supports as the preference relation
between track tri and trj. Now we can calculate the reliability
of the preference relation using Eq. (9).

5. Graph based quality model

In this section, we introduce our graph based quality
model to do music recommendation based on the above
discovered preference relations. The quality model is used
to integrate all the preference relations so as to be used for
music recommendation. The basic idea is to measure each
track's probability of being preferred by the user. We call
this probability as preference probability. We use the
preference probability to rank the tracks for recommenda-
tion. For example, if we know tri have a larger preference
probability than trj, we should prefer tri as the recom-
mendation for the user. In the following part, we will
introduce our recommendation algorithm. We introduce
the basic component of our recommendation algorithm in
Section 5.1 which describes how to do graphical inference
in our quality model. In Section 5.2, we will introduce our
song ranking algorithm which is actually an optimization
problem upon the quality model.

5.1. Graphical inference

In this section, we will introduce how to estimate the
preference probability of each track from the preference
relations through graphical inference in our quality model
(we call it as preference graph). First of all, we define the
preference probability for each track. The preference
probability of track trj for user uk is the probability that
uk likes to listen track trj

prkj ¼ Prfuk likes trjg

To estimate each track's preference probability, we first
model our quality model as a preference graph. Preference
graph is a direct graph, with each track as the vertex, we
denote the edge weight from track tri to track trj as wij. We
define a preference graph as follows:

Definition 6 (Preference graph). A Preference Graph G is
an ordinary directed weighted graph where the vertex set
Tr are tracks, each edge from track tri to trj represents a
preference relation with wij as the weight.

We set the edge weight wij as the reliability of the
preference relations. Now we start to introduce how to
perform graphical inference to estimate the preference prob-
ability of each track. We have estimated the preference
Please cite this article as: K. Mao, et al., Music recommendat
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sigpro.2015.03.026i
probability of track trj. Suppose we know the preference
probability of its in-degree tracks, I will introduce how we
perform graphical inference to estimate the preference prob-
ability. We represent the event that uk likes to listen trj as
Lðtrkj Þ. Based on the graph theory, we use the sum and product
rule of probability and get

PrðLðtrkj ÞÞ ¼
X

trki ATRj
in

½PrðLðtrkj ÞjLðtrki ÞÞnPrðLðtrki ÞÞ� ð10Þ

Knowing the preference probability of trj's in-degree tracks,
we only need to estimate PrðLðtrkj ÞjLðtrki ÞÞ, this is the prob-
ability that user uk likes to listen trj, knowing the fact that uk
likes to listen tri which is the reliability of the preference
ordering.

But the problem is the user only listens to very few songs
in the graph, how to do graphical inference if we do not
know the preference probability of one track's in-degree
tracks. In the next part, we will introduce a regularization
framework which integrates the probability inference algo-
rithm into preference probability estimation. The advantage
of the framework is that it does not need to know the actual
preference degree of each track to do recommendation.

5.2. Regularization framework

In this part, we introduce a regularization framework to
predict the preference probability of each track in the
preference graph by implicitly performing the graphical
inference. The basic idea is a kind of information spreading.
Starting from user's previous listened tracks, we spread the
information to other tracks in the preference graph using the
graphical inference described in Section 5.1.

We denote the preference probability of each vertex as
f ¼ ½f 1; f 2;…; f jTrj�, where jTrj is the number of vertices in
the preference graph. We construct the weight matrix W
which is a jTrj � jTrj matrix, where Wij equals to the
weight from track tri to trj, that is Wij ¼wij. We let D as
a diagonal matrix with its ði; iÞ-element equal to the sum of
the i-th row of W. We define a vector y¼ ½y1; y2;…; yjTrj�. If
the user had listened to tri, then yi ¼ 1, otherwise 0. We
develop a regularization framework for calculating the
preference probability of each vertex (f vector). First of
all we define a cost function associated with f as follows:

Q fð Þ ¼ 1
2

Xn

i;j ¼ 1

Wij
f iffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dii

p � f jffiffiffiffiffiffi
Djj

p
�����

�����

2

þμ
Xn

i ¼ 1

J f i�yi J
2 ð11Þ

where μ is the regularization parameter. Our objective is to
minimize the cost function:

fn ¼ argmin
fAF

Q ðfÞ ð12Þ

The first term on the right-hand side in Eq. (11) is the
smoothness constraint, which means that the result of the
information spreading in the preference graph should
satisfy that the information of nearby points should not
change too much. The second term is the fitting constraint,
which means the final preference probability should not
change too much comparing with the initial label y. These
two constraints are contradictory which makes sure that
the cost function can be minimized. The trade-off between
these two competing constraints is captured by a positive
ion using graph based quality model, Signal Processing
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parameter μ. Now we deduce the expression for f. First of
all, we differentiating Q ðfÞ with respect to f, we have

∂Q
∂f

����
f ¼ fn

¼ fn�Tfnþμ fn�y
� �¼ 0; ð13Þ

where T ¼D�1=2WD�1=2, and we transform the above
equation into

fn� 1
1þμ

Tfn� μ
1þμ

y¼ 0: ð14Þ

We use α and β to represent

α¼ 1
1þμ

and β¼ μ
1þμ

: ð15Þ

Because αþβ¼1. Then

ðI�αTÞfn ¼ βy: ð16Þ
Since I�αS is invertible, we have

fn ¼ βðI�αTÞ�1y: ð17Þ
Now knowing W matrix which is the edge weight matrix
and users' previous listening tracks y, we can estimate the
preference probability fn for each song track.

6. Experimental results

6.1. Datasets

We collect data from the Last.fm which is a very
popular website for listening to music. We download 1
million user's listening histories as our experimental data.

For the preference relation discovery, we crawl those
song pairs which have been listened to by at least 10 users.
We model these song pairs into preference relations.
Finally, we totally collect 9845 songs which form 212 234
preference relations for song recommendation.

In order to evaluate the proposed framework, we filter
our 5000 users and their listening histories. The number of
songs listened by each user is 958. We randomly select 30%
listening history of each user as the testing set and others
as the train set. We ensure there is no overlapping
between each user's training and testing set.

6.2. Evaluation metric

We use sensitive evaluationmetrics such as F1, Normalized
Discount Cumulative Gain (NDCG), and Mean Average Preci-
sion (MAP) to measure the recommendation performance.

Precision@n and recall@n reflect the precision and
recall value at the specific position in the ranking list.
Precision@n is defined as the number of correctly recom-
mended songs divided by the total number of songs
recommended at position n, while recall@n is defined as
the correctly recommended songs divided by the total
number of songs which should be recommended in the
test set. F1 is the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall. It
can be calculated as

F1¼ 2nPrecision@nnRecall@n
Precision@nþRecall@n

ð18Þ

We use mean average precision (MAP) [28] to compare the
ranking accuracy measured from the whole rank list. For each
Please cite this article as: K. Mao, et al., Music recommendat
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user, it first calculates the precision at the position of each
relevant song in the recommended list. Then these precision
values are reduced by their rank positions so that top ranked
relevant documents contribute more to the final score. The
sum of the precision values is averaged by the total number of
correctly recommended items. Now we get the average
precision (AP). MAP is calculated by averaging the AP value
of each query:

MAP ¼ 1
jQ j

X

qAQ

PN
n ¼ 1ðPrecision@nnrelðnÞÞ

Rq
ð19Þ

where Q is the test query set, Rq is q's relevant document,
relðnÞ is a binary function on the relevance of a given rank, and
N is the number of retrieved documents.

We use NGCG@n [29] to measure the accuracy of the
rank order at a specific position of the ranking result. It is
calculated as follows:

N DCG nð Þ ¼ 1
Zn

Xn

j ¼ 1

2rðjÞ �1
log2ðjþ1Þ ð20Þ

where j is the predicted rank position, rðjÞ is the rating
value of j-th document in the ground-truth rank list, Zn is
the normalization factor which is the discounted cumula-
tive gain in the n-th position of the ground-truth rank list.
We consider rðjÞ as 1 if the song is sung by the user,
otherwise 0.

6.3. Baselines

We compare our graph based algorithmwith two state-
of-art baselines. We call our algorithms as Preference
Graph (PG) based method.

The first baseline is the user-based collaborative filtering
(CF) method. We build a user-song matrix using users' rating
histories. We first predict the rating for those unrated songs
and then rank the songs based on the predicted ratings.

The second baseline is User-Item Graph (UIG) based
method. We construct a graph with user and song as
vertex, the edge represents the listening relation.

6.4. Experimental results

6.4.1. Baseline comparison
We use the metric introduced in Section 6.2 to compare

the performance of different algorithms. We set the α used in
PG and UIF as 0.95 and the human judgment accuracy as 0.78.

Fig. 3 is the result measured from NDCG@n. We can
find that our algorithm PG outperforms the two baselines
by an average of 150% and 20%. This demonstrates the
effectiveness of our proposed framework. Fig. 2 is the F1
result for the three algorithms. PG outperforms CF and UIG
by an average of 80% and 10%, respectively. The reasonwhy
PG outperforms CF and UIG is that PG considers the precise
fair-sounding relations between different songs. These
preference orderings are discovered from user's actual
ratings. The recommendation based on these rules is
reliable.

Table 1 is the result measured from MAP which is an
overall recommendation accuracy measure. We can find
that our algorithm PG is better than CF and UIG by 87% and
ion using graph based quality model, Signal Processing
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Fig. 2. Performance measured from F1@n.

Fig. 3. Performance measured from NDCG@n.

Table 1
Ranking accuracy in terms of MAP.

Algorithm CF UIG PG

MAP value 0.1389 0.2253 0.2608

Fig. 4. Performance comparison for cold
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15%, respectively. We can see that the improvement is not
so high comparing with the other metrics. It shows that
the PG is good at recommending top ranked songs. For an
overall viewpoint, UIG also can acquire a good result.
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6.4.2. Cold start problem
We also test our proposed framework in a sparse dataset

where each user only has 5–10 listening songs in the history.
These users are called cold start user. The traditional algo-
rithms will not perform well due to the lack of the listening
relation. The total user in the dataset is 8200.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the F1 and NDCG@n results of the
three algorithms. We find that our algorithm performs much
better than the baseline in the cold start dataset. This proves
the effectiveness of PG in overcoming the cold start problem
in recommendation system. We can see from the result that
UIG's performance drops quite a lot. This is because the
graph building process in UIG relies on the user's listening
relations. In the sparse dataset, the lack of the listening
relations causes many isolate vertices in the graph, it makes
the recommendation algorithm fails to perform well. Our
recommendation framework will not be affected a lot by the
data sparse problem. Our pre-built preference graph can
overcome the data sparse problem in recommendation.
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6.4.3. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we propose a music recommendation

framework based on graph based quality model to make
fine-grained music recommendation. We first discover the
recommendation cues, which we called user's preference
relations from the users’ ratings. Then we model them
using the quality model and propose a regularization
framework to calculate the recommendation probability
of songs. Our experiments show that the proposed frame-
work is superior to two traditional algorithms, especially
in solving the cold start problem in recommendation.

For future work, we will model other factors such as
friend relation, group information, tag information and so
on into the preference graph to study whether they can
help to improve the performance.
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